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ABSTRACT 
An approximate theory on the phenomena of interaction between the 
shock wave and the laminar boundary la\Y"er on an insulated nat plate at 
hypersonic speeds has been formulated. Results on the rate of 
growth of the boundary layer thickness and the rate of decay of the shock 
i!.{i!~W) -1 ( ) 
wave strength have been found that hold for ~ R; = 0 1 • A new set. 
of formulae .fbr the average skin t"riction coefficient, <7, over an insulated 
flat plate at hypersonic speeds has been obtained. Calculations on the 
basis o_r the new Of formulae yield the data shown in Figs. 5 and 6. 
Contrar,v to the conventional theory which predicts a steady decrease in 
<7 as ~ increases, the present results indicate that <7 may increase 
with M1 at lzypersonic Mach numbers. 
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NOMmCLATURE 
Chord o£ the flat plate 
Interaction distance 
Average skin friction coef£icient 
Free stream Mach number 
Cartesian coordinates (Fig. 1) 
Velocity components in x,y directions respectively 
pressure 
density 
Absolute temperature 
Coe££icient. o£ viscosity 
Coefficient ot conductivity 
gas constant. 
Specific heat at constant pressure 
Const.ant index of the power law ot viscosity 
Free stre3Jil Reynolds number based on the distance x .from 
the leading edge 
Free stream Reynolde number based on the chord of tho flat plate 
Boundary layer thiCkness 
Prundtl number 
Lrun1n.nr skin f'rioti on of. the fla.t plate 
Subscript8 111" and "2" re.fer to the conditions pertaining to the f'ree 
stream and the outer boundary of the viscous layer respectivelyo 
Subscript "w" refers to the conditions on the flat plate surface. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In recent y-ears, a considerable anount of information concerning 
the skin friction of a two-di.mensiona1 thin f'lat plate moving edgewise 
through the air at high speeds has been obtained through the study of 
• 
compressible boundary layer equations (Ref. 1) • The usual basic assumption 
is that viscous effects are confined to a narrow region close to the plate 
surface. The flow field outside this narrow region is regarded as non-
viscous and not effected by the presence of the boundary layer. However, 
when the plate is moving at supersonic speeds, disturbances due to the 
viscous effects in the boundary' layer can drastically i.nf1uence the out-
side now field . (Ref. 2). Thus, the retarded flow in the boundary layer 
causes the streamlines to turn slightly away from the plate surface and this 
results 1n a shock wave extending from thS plate into the free stream. 
This shock wave, moreover, decays in its strength as it intersects 
successive expansion waves originating from the boundary layer. There is, 
therefore, a c.bse relationship between the rate of' growth of the boundary 
layer thickness in the viscous flow region and the rate of decay of the 
shock wave strength in the outside flow field. In the lower supersonic 
speed range, the boundary layer and the shock wave are so far apart that 
their interaction effects can probably be neglected as in the existing 
theories (Ref. 1). The situation is quite different when the hypersonic 
speed range is approached. One may define the hypersonic now regime as 
such that M ~ =: O ( t) (Ret. 3)o By the familiar argument. the boundary 
I U'L _, 
layer thickness must. be such that ; = of!: J= o(~) (cr. Appendix). 
Therefore, in the hypersonic speed range, the shock wave, which has a 
wave angle of the order of the quantity l/M1 , is so close to the plate 
2 
surface that the entire region between the shock wave and the plate sur-
face should be considered as a viscous now 1~. Consequently, for the 
c:let.ermina.tion of the shock wave characteristics, Vi..scous effects must be 
considered (Ref. 4); and tor the estimation of the plate skin triction, 
due care must be exercised to account for the shock wave e.r:tects. In t.he 
present paper~ an approximate theory o.r the shock wave effects on the 
hypersonic laminar friction on an insu1ated £1at plate will be presented. 
II. BASIC ~UATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
The thickness or the shock wave is probably or the order or the 
molecular mean tree path (Refs. S and 6). Assuming a continuumf'lov~ one 
can regard the shock wave as being intini tesima.lly thin. The now variables 
i.n the region bounded by the shock wave and the plate surface are assumed 
to satisfy the compressib1e boundary layer equationsz 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
The order of magnitude arguments which are responsib1e for the derivation 
or the above equations can be carried through in hypersonic now prob1emso 
(Cf. Appendix). However~ these arguments can tall near the base of the 
shock wave {Ref. 7). In the ·present analysis~ the shock wave is assumed 
to start from the· plate l.ead.ing edge {Fig. 1). Therefore, the above 
equations do not hol.d in the vicinity of the origin, 0 .6 x -' € • The 
3 
tlat plate possesses , in a certain sense, a t1.ctious curvature due to 
t.he presence of the viscous layer. It is because of the fictious curvature 
effects that the terms containing d?~/d~ are retained in Eqs. 1 and 3. 
The problem is t.hen to seek the solution of the boundary la;,ver 
equations (1-3) w:Ltb the appropriate boundary conditi.onso The conditions 
o£ no slip and heat insulation are assumed va1i.d at the surface of the 
nat plate. At the outer boundary of the viscous layer, besides the 
usual. conditions, the pressure jump condition across an oblique shock wave 
has to be sat.isfied. Thus, one has the following conditions: 
At y • O, 
At y • d", 
u - v .. o, (oT) =a a;; ...., 
u- ~- ~;~ = G~~~ =a, 
It may happen that t.he rate of decay of the shock wa.ve strength is such 
that at x • x0 t.he shock wave a1ready degenerates into a Mach wave. When 
this happens, a new phase in the interaction bet.ween the outside fl.ow 
and the boundary layer begins such that the entire problem has to be 
formulated d.:i£ferently.* The present problem is therefore to find the 
so1ution satisfying Eqs. 1-5 in the domain 0 ~ y ~ J , ~ < x ~ Xo• 
In the present analysis, the following simplifying assumpt.ions are 
made: (1) the perfect gas law p • RfT is assumed ~d; (2) the air 
viscosity coefficient is a function of temperature only, the simple 1av 
* One may assume that for x > Xn• the boundary layer growth is so 
slow that. the nonlinear interactions between the shock and the boundary 
layer appear only as higher order effects and are negligible. x0 can therefore be designated as the A interaction distance" • For x > Xo• the 
ordinary boundary layer theory is 8S8umed valid. 
(4) 
(5) 
4 
w 
,.uo<T U5 assumed; (3) the specific heat at constant pressure is assumed constant 
and the Prand:t;l number is assumed uni.ty. Then~ the parti.cular energy in't;egra1 
• constant. 
which satisfies the conditions in Eq. 4~ reduces Eq. 3 i.dentically to Eqo 
1. Integrati.ng Eqso l. and 2 across the boundary layer and combining the 
By Eq. l and the boundary conditions :in Eq. s~ we have 
(6) 
.f ~~ Ju~ = _ d/>~ (8) 
& dx dx 
which on substitution into Eq. 7 transforms t.he latter equation into the 
(7a) 
By Eq. 6~ one can show . that 
L > T lf -I •A "- T, (- '-'~) (I - _!:.. ) 
- = I + - tH, - - ~ T,. 2 T.. u, u, 
which for l·~ > > l can be approxi.mat.ed :in the l~er 0 ~ y < s{t- ~) as 
.s_ ~ !:..=! M. J.. __!i ("• t (I - -'=._•) 
Tz.. - 2 ' T.. u, u;· (9) 
Inside the boundary layer, one has 1. -= 3. for x • constant.. 
P._ T 
There!' ore, 
the momentum integral relation in Eq. 7a can be rewritten as 
.I{t-~') <f(t- ;..·) .. 
1 cl v b J ... _ .2 <:.![f.. <:7._ d J P. d(r') (_.2_ 17.(~)~- 1)J. == ((-t)~ ... d;. 1'. ..!i d + ;;. (!;. 1: ((6'-•JIYf,' T. .... 1-{.~J'" J 
I 0 J + (..fl. Jt I (J 4..1. 
(10) 
For~ >> 1~ 1. Eq. lD can f'ina.l.ly be approximated as follows a 
~ ~ 
= _2_ :!_ [ />. J ____;_~. -d '-1 J 
(d'-t)M, .... dx f. 0 I+ -5- c1 
S d (A ) 
.r~~ clx f, (ll) 
~ 
The above equation was rirst used by Shen (Re!. 4) in his research on the 
viscous effects on the shock wave shape over an insulated wedge at 
hypersonic speeds. 
III. NONLINEAR INTERACTIONS BETWEEN THE SHOCK WAVE 
AND THE BOUNDARY LAYER 
The momentum integral equation, Eqo 11, as it stands, can tell us 
nothing about the values of .5 , T..., or P~P]., or their variation with x. 
To obtain these values it is necessary to make some more or less plausible 
assumptions concerning the distribution of tm velocity u, satisfying as 
many of the boundary conditions as is convenient. The boundary conditions 
in Eq. 4 can be rewritten as follows: 
At y • o, u .. o, 
where the second condition is derived from Eq. 1. The given boundary 
conditions except the one pertaining to the pressure jump condition in 
Eq. 5 are satisfied by 
where 
t(l) - 1, 
::;,. = f('J~/,) 
;;*- J 
f'(l) - f"(l) • o, f(O) ~ o, t"(O) 
Following Pohlhausen, (Refs. 6 and 9), we shall take f to be a po~omial 
ot fourth degree as follows: 
(4a)* 
(12) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
6 
f *" .,..3 *""" .A{,c) * ( "")
1 
= 2..'J -2., +- d + -r 'J 1 - '1 
Thus, according to this approximate method of solution of Eq. 11, the 
velocity d:i.stributions across the sections of the viscous l.ayer, when 
expressed nondimensionally, are all represented by a one parameter f'ami.q 
ot curves. Moreover, the velocity distribution at any section depends 
on the .function ~ at that section only, being artected b7 the state or 
conditions upstream only in so tar as this af'tects .f. 
(15)* 
By Bq. 15, the momentum integral relation in Eq. 11 becomes simply 
I dJ..,_ 
F(A) = J -
" lr f 
where 
Rearranging the terms in Eq. 16 yields 
where ' dF r{ld = d/\ • The last condition in Eq. lh states that 
A.dd:ing this l.ast quantity to both sides of' Eq. 16a and red~ing yields 
:{(I'·[!} _ 2F't"J of/\ (~s!) = M,~ ~[ K-' (2. - sA; +.r'.AJ 
a)( f, I- F(A) c/>< P, f: 4, 1-F(A) '=> 
Eq. 16b is a linear ordinary dif'f'erentia1 equation of the f':ir8t order 
which can be integrated into t.he .following resulta 
* Shen (Ref'o 4) used a velocity prof'Ue linear in Y*• He coul.d 
satiaf'y only two o£ the conditions in Eq. 14, viz., f'(l) • 1, f'{O) • o. 
** u, and ~.. are related across the shock wave by the relation 
(16) 
(17) 
(18)** 
(16b) 
~=(IT :: ~r'= 1-0(~:. ) because ~ = a(;i;J and ~=0(.4; ). For hypenmjc 
------'now='-' one can take ~· ~ 1 • 
>. ~ J " (c (. s-A) J !VI, f: "• [1- Ff")Jz.[ ~-'} z- ~ +- .r /\ dx 
._ "' 1-F("' {t-rfi\J] 
The quantity 1'../r, must., moreover., satisfy the pressure jump condition 
mentioned in Eq. 5. Therefore, we have t.he i"ollowing equationa 
7 
(19} 
/" J( S"/1) 
<I" (.d?)'"" ~-' _!{ = F. .. j [1- F(A>j 2[()(-t)(c- r + y/\ J dx (20) 
l(,Yrt) J;{ - ~.J.I M,'- {I-F(A)j o /-F(") 'j 
where 
On the other hand., the pressure jump condition may be substituted in 
Eq. 18 to yield another equation 
Eqs. 20 and 22 .ronn a pair of equations which define /l and ~. The 
problem is to find /1 and 1 satisfying Eqs. 20 and 22 simultaneously. rz 
is the boundary layer thickness function While /\ is essentially the shock 
wave pressure function. Eqs. 20 and 22 show the interdependence of the 
growth of the boundary layer and the decay of the shock wave. The non-
linear interaction characteristics are very clearly exhibited. 
IV • APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS OF THE BASIC EQUATIONS 
To deal with the dual relations in Eqs. 20 and 22, exactly as thEV 
stand., one may eliminate A between them to obtain one equation defining 
>z • The resulting equation is., however, very nonlinear, a rigorous 
treatment of which would be extremely tedious and difi"icuJ.t. For 
hypersonic flow, ~ > > 1., we shall consider the following approximate 
equations instead: 
(21) 
(22) 
8 
(20a) 
.1\ = 
(22) 
The o.mission of the tenn -::/ ~ ... can be just:i.fied a posteriori in a certain 
11m1ted range of x•s (cr. next Section). Notice that some of the nonlinearity 
properties of Eqs. 20 and 22 have been preserved; the treatment of the 
approximate system should provide an initial step towards the understanding 
of the exact sys"temo From Eq. 20a~ '1 is easily obtained as follows: 
It can be verified that .1\ • 11., • constant satisfies Eqs. 22 and 23 s:buul-
taneously. The constant A., must sat:Lsf'y the following equationa 
(K'-d ( 2-~0) 
.r .11.. = 
1-F(/\.,) 
Eq. 23 can be then evaluated as follows z 
% 3,1 
>1 = :: {(¥ r I) /'...., 11") 2 X 2 
(o 3 (' .P. ~, 
(24) 
(2S) 
In terms of tre approxim.ate boundary l~r thiclmess d.. , we have 
~ 
do = .3.. /(~rl) r .... (~) /1.,] ~ (26) 
,X 3 y~ [' /'<r J: If,)( 
By Eq. 9, ~.. can be expressed as 
Th'tl8~ the boundary layer growth follows the following approximate lav: 
(26a) 
It can easily be shmm that 
(27) 
c/f. 
In Eq. 27, dx is the appraximate slope ot the shock wave which, as 
assumed, !orms the outer boundary of the viscous layer. The resul.t 
indicates that as x increases, the slope of the shock wave decreases 
~ 
according to x •. Therefore, the shock wave will decay approximately 
in the manner prescribed b.1 Eq. 27. -'\ At x • x0 , the shock wave will 
eventually be parallel to the local Mach wave direction such that 
V- ~ I ~ 
· 3 ~ -!4(J'-t) '4 l4 "'/z -~~ L.) ~ 
= -{tYt-t) 2 /1" M, ~~ x 
~ 0 
A 
The "interaction distance" x
0 
can, therefore, be given as follows: 
" <.J 
J(o 9 ( '6' -1) /\ 
- = - (d't-1) - 0 L flo 2 
9 
The approximate law of the decay of the shock wave can also be expressed 
in terms of ;: as a function of x. By Eq. 18, it is seen that, for 
,_ d(Aif,) ,;; (1) -- = -{'(/-1) ,r'/1 L d(Xj't.) 2 " = constant 
Moreover, for the present approximation, Eq.16bbecomes simply 
Combining Eqs. 29 and 30 yields 
w+i' 
(28) 
(28a) 
(29) 
(30) 
J "' w_~z Y.. /VI., I f>z = _ u_ r~-1) .11 2 ( 
?, c(d't- l )'2 2 " R, Yz (z) Yz 31) 
J.. 
Therefore, the shock wave pressure jump is varying inversely to x2 • As 
the distance from the plate leading edge increases, the shock wave must 
...... 
become weaker. Theoretically, when x • x , the shock wave angle becomes 
0 
the Mach wave angle and the presst.re ratio "· ?t should become unity. ., 
Substitution of : 0 from Eq. 28a in Eq. 31 gives, however, the result that 
(f·) = J.( p, ;o ~+I • 1.17. This conclusion is not surprising because our 
approximate equation, Eq. 20a, is strictly compatible only with the 
10 
approximate shock wave condition that 
~1M d[):z 
K'rr (' 'dx . 
V. CORRECTIO;~ FUi'!CTIONS BY LDlEARIZED EQUATIONS 
The approximate solutions in the preceding section are based on 
the approximate system of equations, Eqs. 20a and 22. It is of interest 
to shm-1 in what range of values of x, the approximations are valid. This, 
indeed, can be demonstrated by the following considerations. By the 
approximate results of the last section, we have 
= 
Therefore, the approximate equation, Eq. 20a, implies that 
.X X z 
lVI, ... 
<< 
In other words, the approximate solutions are valid in such range or ·x•s 
that 
< < 
Hence, as x ~ x0 , (cr. Eq. 28a), the approximate solution will be in 
error. However, results in the last section do show that the error 
involved will not be serious. An indication or this :fact is that the 
value of ~· at x on the basis of the approximate results deviates 
I 1 0 
only about 17% from its theoretically true value. 
(32) 
To provide a remedy, we must consider the exact system or equations, 
Eqs. 20 and 22. As a pair of corrections to the approximate results, we 
may introduce the functions c.>[ and .o/1 such that they satisfy the following 
equations: 
ll 
= (33) 
(34) 
Assume that the correction functions are small such that the second and 
higher degree terms in "'? and """' and their derivatives can be neglected. 
Thus, we arrive at a pair of dual relations linear in A? and .,./1 as 
follows: 
v1here 
ot..= 
(J F /d/\)Ao 
1- F(Ao) 
By the results in the preceding section, the nonlinear parts of Eqs. 37 
(38) 
(39) 
12 
and 38 are satisfied by A., and ?. defined in Eqe. 24 and 25, i.e., 
Hence, we have from Eqs. 37 and 38 
d/\ 
Eqs. 37a and 38a are the pair of linearized dual relations defining the 
correction functions. Substituting A ., and ?., in these equations and 
eliminating <01/1 yield the following equation .for 4? : 
where a. 
c = 
4cX J' /1., 
o+-' 
Differentiation of Eq. 40 Yields 
cx3 dl(Al'J) + (cu-d - .E.)xl dYd?)+(.!!... +J--j-d)xct;?J+(;/d-/tc)f>.?J 
dx 3 4 dx>- 2 
+ b X.,_ = 0 
(37a) 
• 
(38a) 
(40) 
(41) 
(40a) 
13 
Equation 40a is of' the Euler linear equation type. Its complete general. 
solution is 
(42) 
where ~' a2, and a3 satisfy the relation 
r(D) = c 1/ +(a. +d- f/cJ D"-+ (-fa..- J;J--. fc)J;> + 9(-/ -if) =(J;>-a, J(..P-a~J (})-43) 
and c1, c2, and c3 are arbitrary constants. For the present problem, we 
can take 1_ = c2 • c3"" 0 so that the correction function c..'( finally 
becomes 
8(~-1) X._ 
3([ 7- (~+ 5",(} /\oj M, ._ 
Substituting this last result in Eq. 38a gives the other correction 
function A/\ as follows: 
Hence, we have 
? 
.1\ ::= /\ + ;: (,r-1)[7- ((3 +s-ol.} A) -1{ /lo 7?, ~) /2 
<> I( /1.1.. '1 {_ d'f- ( (L::...' ').:..) L. 
I 2. /VI, 
Evidently, f' or x./L < < 
2.(4Jf-~ J _, 
M, -"a R, , the second term in each of' the 
(43) 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
above equations, Eqs. 45 and 46, represents a small correction as expectedct 
The importance o£ the correction terms gradually increases as 
afc-1-..,) _, 
M, /\ 0 R, For .>( > ;> L 
the correction terms actually dominate; to be sure, for such cases, the 
above linearization process should fail. Nevertheless, it is interesting 
to observe that even as x--+ co , we get, from Eq. 45, : = a(i.J which is 
consistent with the definition of the hypersonic shock regime (cr. 
Introduction). 
VI. VALUE OF Ao 
Before we carry on the computations any further, we shall attempt 
to determine the value of -"o first. In order to do this, the function 
F( /\) defined in Eqo 17 must be computed for d.i£ferent /\ •s. Evaluation 
of the integral F(/'1) can be perfonned analytically with too following 
.. 
results: 
, . Aa.' .c. [ _,z+a.' 
A_,. L /'+ a.t-&j /A J ) ta.'f. -- Y. 
+ 2 · -J -b,- + <· ¥-~ (9b'-tt';P ('1-b '-a'~ ~ 
- -2. 
</b <a.) 
In Eqs. 47 and 48, the folloldng symbols are used: 
(47) 
(48) 
(i = -} ( b, - t-) 
a' = -'- ( bl + i:) 
2 
I b A 
Az = h' - b' rr4 
1.5 
A
4 
=[a.' (.£-a.' J -(b--i ))[r ii.-a.'J r64.'-a_t,) -({-b)') 
-I 
b = (/I - 2){.1- L!) 
I ~ fO > 
-I 
b = - .!1 (1- L!) 
" 2 b , 
{49} 
y1 must satisfy the cubic equation as :follolis: 
(.50) 
for which the discriminant .d is 
~ $ .... ; 
-4? - .27 6 {51) 
where b:z... (b b - 4b4} ? == -- -f- • 3 3 
- ~ b 3 + f b, b._ b3 2. :>. gbb 1 27 l. - ~ - 1,4-b, + T ..._ '4 
According to the sign of c. , y1 can be given as follows (Ref. 10): 
I /:_ 
d' =- ;>. +[-!} +(-~~)~Yg+ l-: -(~D~)~ 3 
(.52} 
- 't/2 
where f == C~>·/[(-P'h,l.]. Table I gives the values of F(/\ ) for several 
/\ 1s on the basis o:f the above formulae. · 
-I 
.2 
.4 
.6 
TABLE I 
VALUES OF F(/\ ) 
F(/\) 
.61.06 
.6101 
.6o92 
.a 
1.00 
F(/\ ) 
.6o85 
.6o87 
16 
These values or F(/1) have also been · independently checked by numerical 
integration methods. On the basis of these values ofF(/'\), the value 
or /\0 satisfy:ing Eq. 24 is found to be 
/\0 c: .91 
VII. GRO\.J'I'H OF THE BOUNDARY LAYER AND DECAY OF THE SHOCK .HAVE 
On the basis of the result in Eqo 45, the growth of the viscous 
layer dol'mstream rollo-t-fs the follotving law: 
.) I ~ 
c 'XI ( ,.,... 1L.x)~) 2 f = (f).. L: + .. c 
where, for brevity 1 the symbols 
(53) 
(54) 
(55) 
(56) 
are introduced. The slope of the shock wave can then be given as follows: 
(57) 
On taking fT "" 0 1 Eqs. 54 and 57 become Eqs. 26a and 27 respectively. 
For 1 Eq. 57 can be expanded as the following series: 
17 
(57 a) 
Therefore, it can be stated that Eq. 27 underestimates the slope of the 
shock wave. A new "interaction distance", x
0
, can be found by setting 
~! in Eq. 57 equal to 1~. 
X, 
L (58) 
" Xo Xo 
vlhen a- • o, we have z = L as given in Eq. 28a. To obtain the pressure 
jump function ;L consistent with Eqs. 54 and 57, one may proceed as 
follows: For x ~ x 0 , Eq. 18 can be cast into the nondimensional fonn: 
I ,_ d. ( .P. /p, ) y 111, ._ / <--. ~ 
(z) d ("/L) = - /1 R, ,4, 
To the same approximation as involved in the linearization of Eqo 35, we 
Equation 46 can be rewr ltten as 
/1 = ( crr.YJ~) /\, I+ E z 
v-(" ~ i.e., .:1/1 = .11DL z). On the basis of the numerical data given in Table I, 
Eq. 59 can be simply reduced into the foll01ving convenient form: 
In view of the defi.ni tion of /1 given in Eq. 60, we may write down the 
following approx:i.m.ate relation from Eq. 59a: 
(18a) 
(59) 
(6o) 
(59a) 
(61) 
whence we have 
Combining Eqs. 18a and 6la and reducing yields 
By Eqs. 54 and 57, we get the desired result 
which is formally the same result previously obtained in Eq. 31. 
compute ("v;J x., , we have the simple relation 
To 
18 
(61a) 
(62) 
(63) 
(12) = ~ ( 2- 3Cf'N1.~ +(4 - 3rrM,"-/ ) (64) /7, xo 2(¥+1) 
Notice that 3 cr HI is, by Eqo 56, a function independent of M1 • For 
/\ = o91, ;(. 1.4, numerical value of (1':./r.)xo computed on the basis of 
0 
Eqo 64 givesl.Ol47. Since this value deviates by only 1.5% from the 
theoretical value of unity, the correction procedure devised in Section 
V can be considered as satisfactory. Thus, at x = x0 defined in Eq. 58, 
the present method yields solutions that fulfill the simultaneous 
requirements that (c/4 6 ) = ' 
X x. M, 
and (-~·) == 1. o • 
r, 'Co 
VIII. AVERAGE SKIN FRICTION COEFFICIENT ON AN INSULATED FLAT PLATE 
In Figs. 2 and 3, curves of ~0/L and xofL have been plotted, 
according to Eqs. 28a and 58 respectively, against M1 for R1 • 10
6
, 107, 
and 108. In computing these values we take Y • 1.4, uJ • • 768, and 
.1'1o = .91. It is seen from these figures that the "interaction distance" 
at the lower ~1ach numbers are of quite insignificant proportion; however, 
19 
as the Mach number increases, the "interaction distance" grows very 
rapidly. The rate of growth of the "interaction distance" depends on 
the Reynolds number of the flat plate; at the !Olver Reynolds number, 
this rate grol~ noticeably faster. Therefore, at a fixed Reynolds number, 
the shock wave effects are extended farther downstream as the Mach 
number increases, at extremely high ~·lach numbers, the shock wave, so to 
speak, wraps itself on the entire f lat plate f: ~'. On the other hand, 
J 
at a fixed Mach number, the viscous effects on the shock wave are much 
more pronounced, as expected, w. en the Reynolds number is low. To 
insure the validity of the initial assumption of continum flow, it is 
important to impose certain restriction on the relatjve magnitudes of 
the Reynolds number and the Mach number such as the criterion of non-
slip flow proposed by Tsien (Ref. 11), viz., 
• 
The hypersonic viscous flow over a flat plate, according to the 
present theory, can then be pictured as in Fig. 4. Thus, the average 
skin friction coefficient on the flat plate can be computed by the 
following formula: 
_ --J 
- L-, 
FiG-ure 4 
~x 
__,_., 
j 
Hypersonic Shock Partial!y Covers 
the Flat Plate 
where 
C'r = s 
('f'v = 
>1, 
I j C'fs dx -X, 
0 
L 
J cfv ./x L - x, xt> 
where Cr and Cr are respectively the local skin friction coefficients 
s v 
(65) 
(66) 
(67) 
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in the hypersonic shock £low region (x ~ x 0 ) and the conventional 
boundary layer flow region (x < x ~ L)* From the present results, we 
0 
have 
By von Karman's results (Ref. 12), we take 
where JB!(Q) = 1.57., From Eqs. 67 and 69, it is easily obtained that 
The integrals in Eq. 66a can be evaluated without difficulty; results 
thus obtained £rom Eqs. 66a and 67a can be substituted in Eq. 65 to 
yield finally the £allowing formula: 
~,.,., Jw _, -~{ /1,/f'I.t-.£:~o)\1~-~4~~o){A.4{'+4J;I&+Jif+fz~}Jj (= =t9
2
-!t1, 2 R, L 3 ('1Z. J:L (2:) ~ d \>' 
w-t 
(~-t)z w-t -%?( fZ.) +1-~7--;z M, R, 1-!zo 
1Jhen cr = o, Eq. 65a becomes simply 
* For convenience sake, it is assumed here that Cr of the 
present theory applies also in the leading edge reg:i.on0 s 
(69) 
(67a) 
(66a) 
(65a) 
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which, by Eq. 28a, can be rewritten into the following convenient form: 
Without the second term on its ri~ht hand side, Eq. 70a simplY gives 
von KAmAn's approximate ~ formula. Therefore, the shock wave effects 
on ~ are to contribute a certain correction function depending on 
1\ 0 , I•11, and 11_ as in Eqs. 65a and 70a. In the above calculations, it 
is a.ssu;ned that the hypersonic shock wave is of such a strength that it 
(70a) 
becomes a Mach wave before arrivlng at the plate trailing edge. Therefore, 
Eqs. 65a and 70 applies respectively for the cases .!._o < / L .._ and 
Consider, for example, the diagram of xofL for the case of 
R1 K 10
7 in Fig. 3. As M1 increases beyond 10, xo/L grows rapidly. 
Eventually, at M1 = 21, we find xofL c 1. The condition of continum 
flow is violated when H1 becomes 32. In the range of hypersonic Hach 
numbers, 21 ~ r-11 ~ 32, we therefore could anticipate that xofL ;;: 1, 
i.e., the hypersonic shock tends to wrap itself on the entire length 
of the flat plate (Fig. 4a). For such cases, the average skin coefficimt 
on the flat plate can be simply given as: 
(71) 
Substituting Eq. 68 in Eq. 71 md 
Hypersonic Shock Wraps Itself on the 
Entire Plate 
reducing yields the following 
formula: 
Lp "(";' M! t'R,-'i~r:·(, +['~ r(¥ + 2•)({/f ~{,rz./l(ff +}u £-)}» (7la} 
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\·lhen r:r c o, Eq. 71a reduces simply to 
(7lb) 
Eqs. 7l.a and 7lb apply respectively for the cases xc/L >,.. 1 and iofL ~ 1. 
IX • DISCUSSIONS 
Before we discuss the numerical resul.ts, it seems worth l-Jhile to 
retrace the development of the present theory in order to bring out its 
limitations. The hypothesis has been made that the space between the 
flat plate surface and the shoclc wave is filled up with a viscous 
laminar flow which is adequately described by the compressible boundary 
layer equations. Assuming, in this viscous layer, a plausible velocity 
distribution function which satisfies the proper boundary conditions and 
making use of the pressure jump relation at the oblique shock wave front, 
we derive a pair of dual relations characterizing the nonlinear inter-
actions bet;.reen the shock wave and the boundary layer. A pair of 
approx:iJnate relations, Eqs. 37 and 38, is then derived in vlhich some 
important nonlinearities are preserved. Solutions are accordineJ.y obtained 
on the basis of the approximate systemo For a fair evaluation of the 
significance of the solutions thus found, the following questions must 
be answered: (1.) Are the compressible boundary layer equations· valid in 
the hypersonic viscous regime as postulated above? (2) Holv are the 
solutions affected ~ the choice of the velocity distribution function? 
In the introductory section, we have shown that the postulated 
hypersonic viscous regime can be defined as such t.hat £ == {) ( :,, ) • In 
the J.ppendix, we shall show, by the familiar order of magnitude arguments, 
that Eqs. 1-3 are consistent with this definition of hypersonic regime. 
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To be specific, we have essentially neglected terms of O(tft,.) in these 
equations. This is, indeed, consistent with the simplification intro-
duced in Eq. 11. Hence, we may conclude that our answer to the first 
question above is affirmative. In an interesting paper* by Lees and 
Probestein (Ref. 13), the opinion was, however, expressed that · Eqs. 1-3 
are probably not valid in the region close to the leading edge where the 
shock wave coincides with the outer edge of the viscous layero While we 
must admit that the present theory breaks down entirely in the leading 
edge region, our results seem to indicate that the postulated type of 
hypersonic viscous regime may exist, at very high Mach numbers and a 
fixed Reynolds number, over a large portion of the plate surface outside 
the leading edge region (Figs. 2 and 3) where Eqs. 1-3 are expected to 
be valid. 
The second question above is concerning the uniqueness of the 
solutions. We know that the values of J, d%JJ(, ~'•/p, obtained by the 
present method vary over a range with varying assumptions about the form 
of ~~· Computations using a quadratic velocity profile~ for example, 
yields a value of /\ 0 = .6o6 which is about 2/3 of the value used in 
the present paper. However, we found that the functional forms of the 
solutions are not affected by this choice of the quadratic :; - function. 
l. 
Furthermore, we shall point out that although the present analysis is 
formulated with the explicit condition /\0 f 0, nevertheless, taking 
/\ • 0 in Eq. 19, we can obtain an answer which corresponds to Eq. ( 2. 24) 
0 
in Shen1s analysis (Ref. 4). Therefore, it seems appropriate to say that 
* This paper in which an entirely different approach to the same 
problem has been independently worked out, became available to the 
authors when the present report was being prepared. 
~ The boundary conditions f(l) = 1, f(O) • 0 and f"(O) = -/\ 
are satisfied. 
the analytical nature of the solutions is little affected while their 
numerical values are really affected by the choice of the velocity 
distribution function. The quartic velocity profile has been chosen for 
the present calculations because it appears, from past experience with 
low speed boundary layer flow, that no great improvement in accuracy 
was gained by considering the velocity profile as a polynomial of higher 
degree. 
It seems, therefore, that the use of the momentum integral method 
in the manner outlined in the present report, which has the great merit 
of being comparatively easy, may be expected to give a fairly satisfactory 
estimate of the interaction effects between the shock wave and the boundary 
layer at very high I1ach numbers. The Ma~h nt11nber range in which the 
present analysis appears reasonable must be such that (i) 
2.c.Jr-4 ~o = Q (M, ) > ~ ... 
L R, M, 
and (ii) <_I /00 • The first criterion implies that we are 
only considering the effects of such hypersonic shock waves as have a 
pe~istence over a length at least of the order of 1/H~*· The second 
criterion is necessary to avoid the use of new boundary conditions 
pertaining to slip flow. 
The above discussions describe the limitations of the present 
theory. Hithin the hypersonic Mach number range defined above, we shall 
calculate the variation of ~ with 1\ for fixed ~ by the formulae in 
Eqs. 6Sa, 70a, 7la, and 7lb. The calculations are performed for the 
cases ~ "" 106 and 107 with ;( = lo4, u>"" .768, /\ 0 = .91. Figso 5 and 
6 show the results thus obtained which are also tabulated in Table II. 
In these figures, ~ data on the basis of von KArmAn's approximate 
* The f- neighborhood of the leading leading mentioned on page 2 
has thus been given a specific definition. 
formula (H.e.f. 12) are also given., It is clearly seen that in the 
hypersonic speed range, the effects of the shock wave on the Cp. of the 
plate can certainly not be neglected. Attention should be drawn to the 
strong indication that, contrary to the conventional theory, which 
predicts a steady decrease in <7 as l-i:J. increases, the present results 
predict a steady increase of C:r with 1'1_. 
It is very tempting to draw conclusions about the percentage rise 
of skin friction drag on a flat plate due to the hypersonic shock 
effects. However, besides the possible inherent inaccura~ due to the 
assumed velocity profile, our numerical answers a.l.r.tost certainly s uff'er 
more or less from the various simplifying assumptions such as (1) 
Pr = l, (2) f =- 1.4, and (3) w • • 768. In the large temperature range 
anticipated under free fli.ght conditions, none of these assumptions are 
expected to be true and further complications arising from effects of 
dissociation and ionization may also begin to occur. But, in the test 
section of a hypersonic w-lnd tt111nel wnere the perfect gas conditions are 
not greatly violated, these assumptions are satis.f'actor-J • Therefore, the 
numerical data in Fi~s. 5 and 6 can be regarded as prel:ir-dnary estimates 
of the hypersonic shock wave effects. Here rea.li.sti~ conclusions of a 
quantitative nature probably shoul<1 be deferred until more experimental 
facts are gathered in the I1ach number range of 8 to 15 and higher. 
Lees and Probstein (Ref. 13) recently predicted similar increase 
in the skin friction at hypersonic speedso Tneir method of approach 
and basic assumptions are quite different. The qualitative agreement of 
the two tneories in this respect is rather encouraging. 
For xc/L ~ 1, the present theory must admit the coexistence of a 
hypersonic shock now regime with an ordinary boundary layer flow regime 
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over the nat plate (Fig. 4). The joining togetl.er of these two regir:les 
must be accomplished through a transitional region. The present method 
is not suitable for ex:pl.oring this transitional. phenomena. Indeed, for 
the Hach m.uuber range corresponding to XafL < 1, the 1nethod of Lees and 
Probstein's probably yields ~ore dependable results. 
For XafL ~ 1., the hypersonic shock regime takes over the entire 
plate surface. The interaction phenomena between the shock 1-rave and the 
boundary layer are believed more realistically represented by the present 
approach. Therefore, for the Hach number rmge corresponding to XofL ~ 1., 
the simpler method as presented in the present paper si.wuJ.d yield satis-
.factory results . 
Examination of the shock wave effects on the skin friction of a 
noninsulated flat plate at hypersonic speeds is reserved to a later paper. 
The corresponding effects on the rate of heat transfer across the pl.ate 
surface have been shown to be ratl.er s 'tall (Ref. 1.3) o 
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APPEliDIK 
OOHPRESSIBLE BOUliDARY I.Al.'F~ ~UA'l'IONS 
For the two-dimensional steady flo\v of a compressible viscous 
continuum, the basic equations are (i) the Navier Stokes equations: 
(ii) the continuity equation: 
C> d 
- ]'"' + - f<r =- Q dX dd 
and {iii) the energy equation: 
Jf}x CpT-w=aj Cp~:: u~ru-;; r;xf-kl[) +_,~-(~<:;) 
-fr r~: +-:;/ + ;y--(;';/ t 2/"t:-;t T- /<-/:: + ;; f 
In these equations, p, g , and T satisfy the perfect gas equation: 
p. , k, and T are assur1ed to be related as folious: 
where Cf and Pr are considered as constants of 0(1). 
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Let a system of re.ference quantities (with the st..bscript s) be 
chosen. Let L represent a suitable length (for instance, the chord of 
the flat plate). Define: 
(A-1) 
(A-2) 
(A-3) 
(A-4) 
(A-5) 
(A-6) 
(A-7) 
If 
-r 
' 
t* == J:...e J; 
J...~ - _E_ D 
r - ts 
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where A -l, B-1 , n-1, E-l and F-1 are respectively the temperature ratio, 
the density ratio, the pressure ratio, the viscosity ratio, and the con-
ductivity ratio, and C is a nondimensional quantity the significance of 
which l-1ill. be disclosed presently • We shall regard the nondimensional 
variables thus defined, viz., ~ , ~ , u*, ~*, ••• , as all of the 
srune order of magnitude. They are of 0(1). By Eq.(A-5), we have 
D • O(BA) or D/BA = 0(1). By Eqs. (A-6) and (A-7), we have 
L - Q(1) _.E_ = O(,) A~ ' Aw . 
Nondimensional variables thus defined are introduced into Eqs. 
{A-1) - (A-4). The results are 
1st momentum equation: 
- 8 -~-/~ df" + 
t.., ay 
B -Aw Rs x CJ(l) 
AMs .. c -
Q(;) 
(A-3) 
(A-la) 
2nd momentum equation: 
Continuity equation: 
Energy equation: 
.. _!_ x a (t) 
c· 
0 
-' X O(t) 
Alrf/ 
O(t) 
For brevity, we have written dOim the relative ratios of the various 
terl7',s in Eqs. (A-la) - (A-4a} in te:nns of their respective order of 
magnitude. We have also used the symbols 
(A-2a) 
(A-3a) 
(A-4a) 
to denote respectively the reference Reynolds nmnber and the reference 
Mach nmnber. 
For the flat plate problen in hand, the reference quantities can 
be considered as those pertaining to the free stream. Thus, the sub-
script s can be replaced by the subscript 1 . We shall assmne, following 
the conventional w~ of thinking, that in a thin layer of the thickness 
of O( c5 ) on the plate sur.face, t.be viscous e.ffects can not be neglected. 
We are to examine the relative importance of the various terms in Eqs. 
(A-la) - (A-4a) specifically in the layer where y • 0( 6 ) • By Eq. (A-8), 
we have then ~ == o(1) = O(z). Hence, the nondimensional quantity 1/C 
characterizes the relative thiclmess of the boundary layer on the plate 
surface. The hypersonic criterion that ! = 0~) is therefore 
equivalent to say that C = O(M1 ), where H1 > > 1. In o~der that the 
inertia terms and the pressure terra in Eq. (A-la) be of the same order 
of magnitude, evidently we must have AM,z.= Q(1) or A== 0~ .• ) • In the 
thin layer under consideration, we must take the dominant viscous term 
as being of the same order of magnitude as the inertia tenns . Therefore, 
we must conclude that 8 == 0( ~;') = C(M.fJ-41~J . \nlith these estimates 
of the quantities A, B, and c, we can i.'1lmediately write down the following 
approximate equations from Eqs. (A-la) and (A-2a) : 
01-< "?>t.< ?>/> cl ( ?>'-') J « o>< + fer "if = - C) X + a;; ,...... o';j 
-o,P 
"d = 0 
In Eqso (A-9) and (A-10), the terms of o(;,,.) and smaller terms are 
neglectedo To the same order of a~proximation, the energy equation Eqo 
(A-4a) becomes 
(A-9) 
(A-10) 
(A-ll) 
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The continuity equation, of course, retains its ori~inal form: 
(A-3) 
These equations are evidently the well-lmmm compressible boundary layer 
equations. By the above argu..'11ents on the order of magnitude, they are 
shown to be aoplicable to the hypersonic flow problems characterised by 
J" (...!..) X= 0 NT, • Therefore, they are the basic equations in the present 
research. 
It is interestin~ to point 
that is, 
1. Mc(wn}) 
r 0{ ' f>, = --R~,- where p is the static pressure 
within the viscous layer. However, by Eq. (A-10), we must have ~ = O{t) 
where p 2 is the static pressure behind t..he leading edge shock •-rave. 
On the other hand, the boundary condition pertaining to the oblique shodc 
wave is such that 
because by the fl;:rpersonic criterion 
• Hence, tl1e 
present theory s hou1d be applicable when ., 0(1)* or l.ffien 
vzhere x0 is the interaction distance. Therefore, 
the leading edge region must be regarded as outside the scope of the 
present investigationo 
* Taking w = 1, we have was the basic parameter 
used in the solutions of Lees and Probstein (Ref o 1.3). 
~ = 106 
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1. Plec.se replace page 2 with the enclosed paee 2 dated 9-15-52. 
2o Equation 12 should read (:r:age 5) 
~ = ft..,•) 
'-~• ,; 
)o Page 19, line 10, 9th nord should read "continuum". 
4. Page 20, replace the tollmting equations as indicatedz 
w r Y- .1,~.: ~J _, 
(_f = 2).- { c + _!)_) = (~- 1M/)/ [z + ~·{t +f(!:){)j r YfJ"(t+ [fl{~) 
s f. u, ~ b ' 
5o Page 21, line 12., last word should read "continuum", and the 
following equations should be replaced as indicateds 
6. Parra 22, Equation 7lb should read 
7. Please replace paces 33., 38, and 39 with the enclosed pages 33, .38, 
and 39 dated 9-15-52. 
(68) 
(66a) 
(65a) 
(70) 
(70a) 
(71&) 
(71.b) 
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surfo.ce that the entire re~ion between the shock wave and the plate sur-
face should be considered as a viscous flo>·T la;yer. Consequently, for the 
deternina.tion of the shock Have characteristics~ viscous effects r.:ust be 
considered (Ref. 4); ru1d for the estimation of the plnte skin friction, 
due care :must be exe:rcised to account for the shock wave effe~s. In the 
present paper, 3...'1 ~pproxiJilate theory of the shock uave effects on the 
hypersonic ~~ar friction on o.n insulated flat plate uill be presented. 
II. BLSIC EJ:iUATIO lS A~J) ASSlJHPTIOHS 
The thickness of the shock wave (Refs. 5 and 6) is assumed infinitesi-
'nally thin.* The flow variables in the ree;ion bounded h'J the shock vave 
and the plate surface are asslriled to s . tis.fy the co.apressible bou.n.ciary 
layer e~untions& 
(l) 
!.__ jL< + .1.._ jV = 0 
Jx a3 (2) 
fu.,<>v(C,T) + Jv,aiJ(CpT) = u. dA + L(..+.aT) + _..._/<J"-/ 
,,_ " clx <JJ ~d / fad {.3) 
The order of magnitL.de areune:-:1ts uhich are responsible for the derivation 
of the above equations can be carried through in l.JPersonic flovr problens. 
(Cf. Appendix.) Hol·rever, these arr;uments co.n .fail. near the base of the 
shock uave (Re.f. 7). In the present a 1alysis, the shock ;.rave is assur:ted 
to st~ fro:t the plate leading edr;e (Fie. 1). Therefore, the above 
equations do not hold in the vicinity of the origin, 0 ~ x < ~ • The 
* T'1e rotio o.f the shock ~mve thickness X and the bomdary layer 
t.h..icknetJ ¢ can 'c expressed. es (Ref. 5) 
X 8 ~ ~~~ (M,~ +I) 
7 = Ot f•q,4 J (~!- t) 
l 1ere the superscript * denotes the quanti ties at conditions pert~'"li.ng to 
cr· t · c 1 speed of sound, and the subscript n denotes the nonna.l component 
e s ock w ve front. For the present. problem1 calculations shou that u ~~~~~~...-;,"'-"li.-u.-....-I~-&&.:.=... • ..L"J;;:..:...Ioi.IJJL.!..Y.~the lea.d.i.l'lz edJ;:e O! the J.ateJ.:: << 1.~ it M,:.-1 >> ~ ~ • 
TABLE II 
VALUES OF Cp AT VARIOUS ~·i_ FOR FIXED l1_ 
-11. c 106 11. .. 107 
I\ Cp cr CF 1·1_ CF CF Cp CF CF 
(Eq.70a) (Eq.65a) Von K!rr.l!n (Eq. 70a) (Eq. 65a) (Eqo7lu) (Eq. 71a) Von K!rn!n 
-
6 .J0149 
--
.001249 
7 .001569 .001577 .001205 
8 .ool679 .001690 .001168 8 o000420 
- -- --
.000369 
9 .00182$ o00184J. .001138 9 .000428 
-- -- --
.000359 
10 .002009 .002028 .001109 10 · .ooo441 .000443 
- --
.000351 
12 .ooo479 oOoo482 
-- --
.000336 
16 oOoo611 .ooo617 
-- --
.000315 
20 .ooo822 .ooo83l 
- -
.000299 
22o132 .000966 
-- --
o0009$7 .000292 
26 
- --
.001164 .001144 oOU0281 
28 
-- --
.00126f .001261 .000276 
30 
--
...... 
.001372 o001366 .000272 
32 
- --
.001478 oOOJ.473 .000268 
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